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Abstract
On 18 March, the WHO announced that COVID-19 was a global pandemic, and the Ministry of Health instituted
a COVID-19 lockdown. After the period of restrictions ended, blended learning was initiated at the universities.
The research aims to evaluate the responses of students, teachers, and quality units in the teaching and learning
process by Quality Matter standards. The survey was constructed using a Google form. The research recorded
positive data in most of the Quality Matter Standards (QM) in Architecture Engineering Program applied by
95%. Some weakness points were identified 5% and are discussed in this paper. The results by (QM) St1 (2.7/3),
St2 (2.6/3), St3 (2.6/3), St4 (2.6/3), St5 (2.6/3), St6 (2.5/3), St7 (2.6/3), St8 (2.7/3). General conclusions are
added for teachers to be applied to e-learning education.
Keywords: assessment of quality matter, higher education, e-learning, post-COVID-19, data use, student
management system, quality matter standards checklist
1. Introduction
The Quality Matter is an international online system for learning that helps institutions achieve their goals with
well-conceived, well-designed, well-presented courses and programs and enables them to be certified by quality
assurance organizations (Matter, 2020). Since the lockdown 2020, most universities applied the e-learning on the
second semester 2020. During the new academic year, the university is going into blending teaching and learning,
the practical courses in campus and the theoretical courses online.
The problem of the research that the e-learning was applied on the second semester 2020 was not planned, and
the teachers were not trained. That’s why the QM has been applied by the university to improve the quality of
e-learning and teaching during the academic year 2020-2021, in Architecture Engineering courses the results
were recorded for September 2020-1 semester, the results is distributed to the faculty member for improvement
plan.
The objectives of this research; to evaluate Architecture courses using a Quality Matter checklist in an
E-Learning system; to improve the course’s learning outcomes results; to record the weakness points for greater
improvement; to compare the results of different stockholders (Quality Unit-Students) for greater improvement.
1.1 Research Hypotheses
1)

Student Learning System (LMS) is applying the Quality Matter Standards

2)

The Architecture courses pass the evaluation

3)

There is an improvement plan to develop the e-courses in Architecture program

1.2 Literature Review
IEA (2007) published a report about the role of international engineering alliances. Their focus objectives
included consistent improvement of standards and mobility, defining standards of education and professional
competence, assessment of education accreditation and evaluation of competence, and participation in activities
that are driven by the engineering profession.
The report expanded the graduate attributes by the Washington Accord. They categorized what graduates should
know, the skills they should demonstrate, and the attitudes they should possess, such as problem-solving,
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communication skills, writing different reports, designing documentation, making effective presentations, and
knowledge of engineering practice (technology) in the practice areas and in the engineering discipline. Shattuck
(2019) applied the quality matter standards on the KG-12 and recorded the results on the learning outcome of the
research. The results show that standards 4, 5, 6, and 7 had outstanding results because of student engagement in
activities such as research and interaction with peers or teachers.
ABET (2019) published a report about the criteria of accreditation for engineering programs, including student
program education, student outcomes, continuous improvement, curriculum, facilities, and faculty. In criteria 1:
The program must have enforced policies for accepting both new and transfer students, appropriate academic
credit must be awarded for courses taken at other institutions, appropriate academic credit must be awarded for
work. Also, the program must have enforced procedures to ensure that students who graduate meet all graduation
requirements, and these metrics should be documented. In criterion 7, the facilities should be applied in classes,
offices, and laboratories, and associated equipment.
ETEC (2020) published national engineering learning outcomes. The National Engineering Learning Outcomes
shall be aligned with the NQF descriptions of the learning outcomes at the bachelor’s degree level. The three
focus domains in learning outcomes include:
•

Knowledge

•

Skills

•

Values

Table 1. Comparison between international, national and program learning outcomes
International
Washington Accord
Graduate Attribute
Profile Elements

Architecture
Program
Learning
Outcome

National Engineering Learning Outcomes
ELO1 ELO2

ELO3

ELO4

ELO5

ELO6 ELO7

WA1





WA2





WA3
WA4





WA5














WA6







WA7







WA8







WA9
WA10
WA11
















WA12



Source: (ETEC, 2020).
(QM, 2019) provided a report about virtual support for teaching the quality matters to create and provide
superior courses for students and schools that are the standard for all learning in the state of Arkansas and
nationwide. The Quality Matter QM course review process allows the students to receive a much clearer and
more consistent course, which is vital to reaching their goal. QM (quality matter, 2020) published a white paper
about administrative digital accessibility at the institutional level. Institutes should provide regular support for
digital accessibility, such as web accessibility, online learning, budgets, improved technical skills for students
and teachers and administrative staff and policies for technical and digital use. The survey should be distributed
to users to received responses about technical support.
QM (Quality Matter, 2021) published the quality matter checklist, see page 4). Figure 1: Quality Matter
standards. Source: Quality Matter.org. The latest research papers discussed E-Learning during COVID-19;
Mammadova, I. (2020) discussed using the new technology in teaching the design such as divided the class into
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groups and get feedback from them, operate the platform, and learn the students how to deal with a real-life.
Daniel C. (2020). discussed in his book innovation ideas in E-teaching and E-Learning during COVID-19; the
book explained different innovation ideas to be applied in the online teaching such as develop the platform and
develop the courses during 2020 is becoming crucial. Besides Mseleku, Z. (2020) discussed the start of the
transformation into online teaching and learning during COVID-19 and highlight that higher education may have
transformed and moved to online. Ghobrini (2020) discussed in his research paper using YouTube and Facebook
as teaching technology in E-Learning and E-Teaching in Grammar during COVID-19. Sadaf, A. (2019) the
research paper applied the quality matter on the impact of the students in University of North Carolina Charlotte
the results help the researcher to develop the learning outcome. Alizadeh, M. (2019) the researcher reflects the
experience in Japan with the blending learning and applied the QM for evaluating the learning outcome the
results shoe failure 70/99 the orientation from the reviewer advice to re-evaluate and improvement should be
done. Jassim, L. L. (2020) the researcher discussed Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in Iraq
in the last year in the E-Learning and teaching. Sireesha1, N. (2020) the researcher highlights the use of digital
technology in studying the MBA in India the results recommend using LMS to build trust of the students. Also,
Sharma, A., (2017) the researcher highlighted using of different technologies such as virtual classes, virtual labs
in e-learning and teaching. Khogali, Hind (2020) the researcher discussed the effect of COVID 19 on teaching
and learning in architecture colleges and the blending learning during the lockdown in 2020.highlighted the
important of training the teachers and improve the Wi-Fi in the university.
The last literature in the field of the study: Goda (2020) highlighted the importance of Technology and online
learning platforms have become an essential part of the educational process, learner support, workshops, and
interactive learning. Oyediran (2020) highlighted some problems facing least developed countries such as in
Nigeria vis-_a-vis their socio-economic factors and limitations encountered and poor infrastructure and
networking. Fauzi (2020) highlighted some problems facing the online teaching in West Java such as availability
of facilities, network and internet usage, planning, implementation, and evaluation of learning, and collaboration
with Parents and highlighted the importance of the policies and research to compare the experience of online
teaching with others to find solutions. Sultana (2020) highlighted the point that the e-learning should be available
for all students in the country, require high skill, be independent, large groups, smart learning. Vaid (2020)
highlighted the importance of using the artificial intellegent in e-Learning and accuracy of deep learning.
Education, Sweden National Agency for Higher. 2008. This model has been developed using analyzes of policy
documents, networks and development projects initiated within the framework of European cooperation. Karin J.
(2019) highlighted the point the effect of assessment, interpretation, the credibility of assessment, on e-learning
the students response is positive to these variables. Mark, Th. (2020) discussed the effect of COVID-19 on
education in Saudi Arabia and highlight that most of the schools change to online teaching and learning, the need
of the platform, strong internet, mobile, computer devices all are available in Saudi Arabia by 90 % and this
succeeds the e-learning education in Saudi Arabia and, Also, Mark, Th. (2021) highlighted e-learning and
teaching in Saudi Arabia. Mark, Th. discussed the effect of COVID-19 on public health, economy, and migration
in Saudi Arabia, these areas could be an area of future research studies.
The researcher believe that each country has own experience in the e-learning according to the available
technologies, and can take the benefits of other countries experience.
1.3 The Procedures Applied by the College to Achieve QM Standards
1.3.1 Develop the Course Syllabus
During 2020-2 semester college of architecture applied the total grade distribution: 60% for the continuous
assessment and 40% for the final exam.
1.3.2 Develop the Course Learning Outcomes
(Khogali, H. 2020) stated that The College of Architecture Engineering developed the course learning outcomes
according to in the National Center of Academic Accreditation and Evaluation (NCAAA).
1.3.3 Develop the Students’ Learning and Management System (LMS)
The Quality Unit provided a comprehensive workshop to the University Staff. The workshop explained the eight
standards of E-Learning and stated that faculty members should develop his/her LMS page, everything should be
clear for the students, and the course syllabus, course specifications, lectures, online exams, and student manual
should be uploaded. Figure 2: Screenshot from the university LMS.
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1.3.4 Develop the Course Report
The university follows the NCAAA template. The last update has been applied, consisting of the NAGF and 3
main domains of learning outcomes, including knowledge, skills, and values.
1.3.5 Develop the Course Learning Outcomes
History of Architecture course (ARC213)
Khogali, H. (2020) discussed the course history of architecture learning out come
Environmental Control (ARC404)
Khogali, H. (2020) discussed the learning outcomes in Environmental control course
Design Studio One (ARC211)
Knowledge is achieved by letting the student draw and design warm-up exercises in bedrooms, master
bedrooms, and flats for students living in the UK using Neufert for Architecture Data.
Skills are achieved through case study analysis, heritage case study analysis, and modern case studies. The
design concept develops the student’s critical thinking ability to design a Modern Saudi Villa using modern
design projects in villas as inspiration.
The design project is developed. Besides, Discussions take place in multiple juries.
Blended learning is used (50% of learning is on the university campus, 50% is online using Microsoft
Teams).
Value: is achieved by teaching the student the responsibility of uploading their assignments in the LMS on
time. Additionally, teamwork is used for case studies and site analyses.
Theory of Architecture one (ARC302)
Knowledge is evaluated in the midterm, short exam, and final exam.
Cognitive skills are achieved by five weekly assignments, analysing case studies in the history of the Middle
Ages and prehistoric architecture, and comparing between different eras.
Interpersonal skills are achieved by uploading all the assignments in LMS and attending the virtual class at
the appropriate time.
Communication skills are achieved by encouraging the students to discuss their assignments through virtual
classes during lectures. The discussion is directed by the teacher and sometimes between the students in
groups.
Psychomotor skills. The sketch is submitted in the LMS. The teaching method employs PowerPoint
presentations.
1.3.6 Comprehensive Workshops
Workshops are held by the university about e-learning and the quality matter standards. The workshop explains
the eight standards.
2. Method
This research is quantitative research based on a survey distributed to students in architecture colleges. The
survey tool was used to record their responses to teaching and learning in the virtual classes. It was constructed
using Google Forms and sent to 73 students after they completed their final exams between 30/11/2020 and
30/12/2020. The survey contains 43 questions, including 8 standards of Quality Matter in Figure 1, general
information, the responses from the students about design studios and theocratical courses, the technical
problems facing the students during virtual classes, and the responses of students towards the method of
assessment.
A comparison between the university experience and Alyamamaha and Efatt universities in the 17-NCAAA
learning out comes was done by the DAU quality unit in the 2020-2 semester, the performance range between
3/5 to 4/5.
This research developed the Quality matter checklist to evaluate in five points instead of three points of
evaluation.
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Figuure 1. The e-leearning coursees Quality maatter evaluation
n process. Sou
urce: designedd by the researrcher

Figure 2. Quality
Q
Matterr standards. So
ource: Quality
y Matter.org
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3. Results
The results record from the distributed survey to all the students in the architecture program 2020–2021-1
semester. The evaluation method for each category.
The number of points achieved /Total Number of points, Strength points, to record the weakness points. All the
standard results records in the followings:
3.1 Standard 1: Course Overview
It was achieved by 90% (2.8/3) in the four courses Environmental Control (ARC404), History of Architecture
(ARC213), Theory of Architecture (ARC302), and Design Studio (ARC211). The learners answered standard
points 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6 positively, and the course overview achieved QM standard 1. The learners
highlighted some weak points, such as substandard point (1.4.) the policies are not available Substandard point
(1.2.) Computer skills and digital information literacy skills expected of the learner are clearly stated. (1.7) the
teacher should give more explanation (1.8) the students should know of the present. Figure 3 shows the results of
standard 1.

COURSE OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCTION
S1
5
4.6
4.2
4.3

3.7

5
4.7
4.5

5
4.6
4.4
3.7

4

3.7

ARC211
5
4.7
4.5
4.3

302
5
4.6
4.5

213

5
4.6
4.5

5
4.7
4.6
4.3

5
4.5
4.6
4

4

5
4.6
4.6

404

Figure 3. Evaluation, of the courses ARC404, 213, 302, 211 Standard 1 in Quality Matter
3.2 Standard 2: Learning Objectives
(Competencies) was achieved by 87% (2.6) in the four courses (ARC404, ARC213, ARC302, and ARC211).
The learners answered standard points 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 positively, which means that the courses achieved
QM standard 2 in QM. The learners highlighted some weak points: Substandard point (2.5), the learning
objectives or competencies are suited to the level of the course. Figure 4 shows the evaluation of Standard 2.
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Figgure 4. Evaluaation, of course, ARC404, A
ARC213, ARC
C302, ARC211 Standard 2 iin Quality Maatter
3.3 Standdard 3: Assesssment and Mea
asurement
It was acchieved by 866% (2.6/3) in the
t four coursses (ARC404, ARC213, ARC302,
A
and A
ARC211). Th
he learners
answeredd standard poinnts 3.1 and 3.4
4 positively, w
which means that
t these two points achievved QM standard 3. The
learners hhighlighted soome weak poin
nts, such as:
Substanddard point (3.22), the course grading
g
policyy is stated cleaarly at the beg
ginning of the course (33%)).
Substanddard point (3.33), specific an
nd descriptive criteria are provided
p
for th
he evaluationn of learners’ work, and
their connnection to thhe course grad
ding policy i s clearly exp
plained (33%). Figure 5 shhows the evaaluation of
standard 3.

A
ARC
C302, ARC213
3, and ARC21
11 for standardd 3 in Quality
y Matter
Figuree 5. Evaluationn of courses ARC404,
3.4 Standdard 4: Instrucctional Materials
It was acchieved by 88% (2.6/3) in the
t four coursses (ARC404, ARC213, ARC302,
A
and A
ARC211). Th
he learners
answeredd points 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 possitively, whicch means thaat they achieeved QM stan
andard 4. Thee learners
highlighteed some weakk points, such
h as Substanddard point (4.4
4) The instrucctional materiaals represent up-to-date
u
theory annd practice in the disciplinee (33%). Substtandard point (4.5) A variety of instructiional materialls are used
in the couurse (33%). Fiigure 6 showss the results off standard 4.
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Figuree 6. Evaluationn of courses ARC404,
A
ARC
C213, ARC302
2, and ARC21
11 for standardd 4 in Quality
y Matter
3.5 Standdard 5: Learniing Activities and
a Learner IInteraction
It was acchieved by 83% (2.5/3) in the
t four coursses (ARC404, ARC213, ARC302,
A
and A
ARC211). Th
he learners
answeredd points 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5
5 positively, which mean
ns they achieeved QM stan
andard 5. Thee learners
highlighteed some weakk points, such as substandarrd point (5.1) learning activ
vities promotee the achievem
ment of the
stated leaarning objectivves or compettencies (33%)). In addition, substandard point
p
5.4 the rrequirements for
f learner
interactioon are clearly stated
s
(33%). Figure 7 show
ws the results of standard 5.

Figuree 7. Evaluationn of courses ARC404,
A
ARC
C213, ARC302
2, and ARC21
11 for standardd 5 in Quality
y Matter
3.6 Standdard 6: Coursee Technology
It was achhieved by 85%
% (2.6/3) in th
he four coursees (ARC404, (ARC213,
(
(AR
RC302) and ((ARC211). Th
he learners
answeredd point 6.4, which
w
achieved
d the standardd level in QM
M. The other three
t
points w
will be discussed in the
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Discussion. The learner highlighted some weak points, such as Substandard point (6.1) the university gave tools
help in teaching and learning. Also, substandard point (6.2) Course tools promote learner engagement and active
learning. 6.3 the university is using variety of technologies in teaching. Figure 8 shows the results of standard 6.

Course Technology
S6
The tools used in the course
support the learning
objectives or competencies

6
5

Course tools promote learner
engagement and
active learning.

4
3

A variety of technology is used
in the course

2
1
0
ARC404

ARC213

ARC302

ARC211

The course provides learners
with information on
protecting their data and
privacy.

Figure 8. Evaluation of courses ARC404, ARC302, ARC213, and ARC211 for standard 6 in Quality Matter
3.7 Standard 7: Learner Support
Learning support was achieved by 87% (2.6/3) in the four courses (ARC404, ARC213, ARC302, and ARC211).
The learners answered points 7.2 and 7.4 positively, which means that they achieved QM standard 7. The
learners highlighted some weak points, such as (7.1) the course instructions articulate or link a clear description
of the technical support offered and how to obtain it (LMS manual). 7.3 course instructions articulate or link the
institution's academic support services. Figure 9 shows the results of standard 7.

Learner Support-S7

The course instructions articulate or
link to a clear
description of the technical support
offered and how
to obtain it.

6

5

Course instructions articulate or link
to the institution
s
accessibility policies and services.

4

3

Course instructions articulate or link
to the institution
sacademic support services and
resources that can help learners
succeed in the course

2

1

Course instructions articulate or link
to the institutions student services
and resources that can help learners
succeed.

0
ARC404

ARC213

ARC302

ARC211

Figure 9. Evaluation of courses ARC404, ARC302, ARC213, and ARC211 for standard 7 in Quality Matter
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3.8 Standdard 8: Accesssibility and Ussability
Accessibiility was achiieved by 89%
% (2.76/3) in tthe four coursses (ARC404, ARC213, A
ARC302, and ARC211).
A
The learnners answeredd points 8.5 an
nd 8.6 positivvely, which acchieved the QM
M standard 8 learning outccome. The
four otherr points will be
b discussed in
n the Discussiion.
The learnners highlighteed some weak
k points, such as 8.1 coursee navigation faacilitates ease of use (new LMS).
L
6.2
The coursse design faciilitates readability. 8.3 The course provid
des accessible text and imagges in files, documents,
LMS pagges, and web pages to meeet the needs oof diverse learrners (images)). 8.4 the univversity is prov
viding the
WIFI for access to the (websites) 17
7%. Figure 10 shows the ressults of standaard 8.

Figurre 10. Evaluation of course ARC404, 302
2, 213, 211 by
y Quality Mattter, S8
a the standarrds in the follo
owing table one response bby the studentss the other
The averaage result is calculated for all
response by the univerrsity quality un
nit. Table 2 shhows the resu
ult by students, and Table 3 shows the ressult by the
universityy.
Figure 111 shows the vibration
v
in ev
valuation betw
ween the stud
dent and DAU
U Quality Uniit, the studentts evaluate
ARC 2111 2.6/3, while the QU evaluate ARC211 22.8/3 in apply
ying the QM sttandards this m
means that thee response
of studennt is not correcct and it’s bassed on personnal feeling tow
wards the courrse or the teaccher, on the other hand,
the QU eevaluation is a professionall evaluation bbased in the leearning outcome and applyying the QM standards.
Figure 133 shows the evaluation by QU to all Arcchitecture Eng
g. Courses wh
hich are rangee between 85%
% to 90%,
this meanns that most of
o the courses are achieved the QM stand
dards, except 3 courses oveer 48 courses those will
be focus oon training prrogram and im
mprovement pllan during thiss semester 202
20-2021-2.
Table 2. T
The results byy the students
QM
ST1

M
QM
ST2
2

QM
ST3

Q
QM
S
ST4

QM
ST5

QM
ST6

QM QM
ST7 ST8

Totaal out of 3

ARC404

3

2.73
3

2.73

22.61

2.7

2.1

2.3

2.7

2.6/33

ARC213

2.76

2.73
3

2.7

22.88

2.8

2.9

2.8

2.9

2.8/33

ARC302

2.7

2.64
4

2.64

22.76

2.76

2.64

2.8

2.9

2.7/33

ARC211

2.4

2.4

2.28

22.28

2.1

2.25

2.8

2.1

2.6/33
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Table 3. T
The result by the university
y Quality Unitt
QM
ST1

QM
M
ST2
2

QM
ST3

Q
QM
S
ST4

QM
ST5

QM QM QM
Totall out of 3
ST6 ST7 ST7

ARC404

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.6/3

ARC213

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.6/3

ARC302

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.7/3

ARC211

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.8/3

Figure 11. The results beetween the Unniversity QU evaluation
e
and
d the student’ss evaluation

onse of the Stuudents for all courses in
Figure 122. The results of the e-learning by The Unniversity QU and the Respo
Architecture
A
E
Engineering prrogram, 20-21-1
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4. Discussion
Dar Al Uloom University recently started to apply the Quality Matter standards in all colleges, including the
College of Architecture Engineering and Digital Design. The Quality Unit evaluates all the courses in the
Student Learning System.
In this semester, 20-21-1, the researchers started to develop the course pages in the LMS following the QM
checklist to achieve a high standard in e-learning.
The surveys were distributed to the students at the end of the semester during the period 30/11//2020 to
30/12/2020. The survey evaluated the following courses: Environmental Control, Theory of Architecture,
History of Architecture, and Design Studio. A total of 73 students participated in courses ARC404, ARC302,
ARC213, and ARC211. The survey included eight QM standards with questions in the standards. The learners
highlighted some weak points that will be discussed. (Oyediran, 2020) and (Fauzi 2020) highlighted some
problems facing least developed countries such as in Nigeria vis-_a-vis their socio-economic factors and
limitations encountered and poor infrastructure and networking. In Saudi Arabia, the government offers Wi-Fi in
90% (Mark, Th. 2021). In Saudi Arabia, all universities in public and private sectors areas offer the platform,
there are some constraints in weakness on the internet sometimes, but it soon comes back and continued the
online lectures.
4.1 Course Overview
The Architecture program follows Dar Al Uloom university policies and formulates its own policies for the
students for registration, acceptance, attendance, evaluation criteria, teaching strategies, students’ awards, and
ethics. However, the teachers were not including the policies in the LMS.
Computer skills and digital information literacy skills expected from the learner are clearly stated. All the
students learned computer skills in the primary year, which is basically learning for all disciplines. The
Architecture program students studied AutoCAD and 3D Max in the second year.
Expectations for prerequisite knowledge in the discipline and/or any required competencies are clearly stated.
Prerequisite knowledge is applied in the study plan. No student can register for the course unless he has passed
the prerequisite course. This policy is clear to the students and is explained to them by their academic advisor
and in the student handbook.
The course survey is clearly stated at the top of the course page in the LMS, and an introduction about the
teacher's CV was given in the first lecture in the course.
4.2 Learning Objectives (Competencies)
The learning objectives or competencies are suited to the level of the course. Each course has a Course Learning
Outcome (CLO). It is clearly stated in the course syllabus and course specification, and both were explained to
the students in the first lecture (Introduction about the course). In the History of Architecture and Environmental
Control courses, the required learning outcomes were verbal analysis and comparing, discussing, explaining, and
drawing sketches. In the Design Studio course, the required skills include verbal critical thinking, solving the
design problem, developing a design concept, designing 3D or model making, discussing in Joris, designing
presentations, analyzing the site condition, and case studies in group work. All courses should apply the three
main competencies (knowledge, skills, value). All the assignments should reflect the course competencies.
4.3 Assessment and Measurement
The researcher, Karin J. (2019), highlights the point the effect of assessment, interpretation, the credibility of
assessment, on e-learning the student’s response is positive to these variables.
The findings in this study show that the teacher provides a file for each assignment explaining and giving
specific description criteria for the evaluation of the learner’s work. The file is posted in the LMS near the
lecture’s files. Also, the course grading policy is written in the course syllabus, which is posted into the LMS and
explained to the students in the first lecture.
The findings show that thirty-three percent of the learners stated that the course grading policy was not clear.
The teacher should have a file for each course that is posted in the LMS clearly stating the grading policy; also, it
is written in the course syllabus. Thirty-three percent of the learners stated that the specific and descriptive
criteria provided for the evaluation of learners’ work and their connection to the course grading policy did not
clearly explain the procedures followed by the teacher.
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4.4 Instruuctional Materrials
Thirty-thrree percent off the learners highlighted
h
soome weak poin
nts such as:
The instrructional mateerials represen
nt up-to-date ttheory. The laaw gives the teacher
t
the abbility to chang
ge 25% of
the course materials, usually
u
the teacher adding tw
wo new topicss according to
o the market nneeds. Also, a variety of
instructioonal materials are used in the
t course, inncluding lectu
ures, eBooks, lecture videoos, useful web
bsite links,
and YouT
Tube. Figure 13 shows diffferent teachinng materials are
a used, such
h as lectures, lecture video
os, teacher
blogs, YoouTube channnels, and teach
her websites.

Figure 133. Different teeaching materials used, suchh as Lectures,, lecture video
os, teacher bloogger, teacher YouTube
channell, and teacher website
4.5 Learnning Activitiess and Learner Interaction
Thirty-thrree percent off the learners highlighted
h
soome weak poin
nts from the fo
ollowing:
Learning activities thaat promote th
he achievemeent of the staated learning objectives orr competenciees are not
identifiedd. Also, the teeacher in the first lecture eexplained the course syllab
bus and coursee specification, both of
which incclude the alignnment of the assignments
a
w
with the coursee learning outccome.
The teachher should prrepare some questions
q
for each lecture to
t ensure thatt all the studeents are engag
ged in the
course acctivities. Somee assignments are designedd to be group work
w
to encou
urage the studeents to interacct with the
course leaarning outcom
me. Various asssignments annd activities were
w designed to achieve couurse learning outcomes,
such as aanalyzing case studies, anaalyzing projecct sites, comp
paring differen
nt pioneeringg principles orr different
history eeras by compparative pointts, drawing ssketches, desiigning 3D models,
m
discusssing group work,
w
and
discussinng PowerPoinnt presentation
ns. The valuue is achieved
d by teaching the studennt the responssibility of
uploadingg the assignm
ments at a specific time, sub
ubmitting the course
c
file, an
nd group worrk and team leadership.
Knowleddge is achievedd and tested in
n the midterm,, final exams, and questionn
naires.
4.6 Coursse Technologyy
Goda (20020) highlightted the importtance of technnology and on
nline learning platforms hav
ave become an
n essential
part of tthe educationnal process, learner
l
suppoort, workshop
ps, and interaactive learninng. Another point
p
was
highlighteed by Vaid (2020)
(
to use the artificiall intelligent in
n teaching an
nd learning ass new technology Also
Mammaddova, I. (2020) highlights th
he point of ussing different technologies. In this researrch Twenty-tw
wo percent
of the leaarners highlighhted some possitive points frrom the follow
wing:
The teachher used differrent tools to help
h the learneer apply their assignments
a
and achieve thee learning outtcome.
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Apply off the Microsooft Teams pro
ogram gives th
the teacher an
nd the studentts the ability to present th
he lectures
online annd to listen, speak and disccuss during thhe lecture, usse of the whitteboard, and ssmartboard arre used in
Microsofft Teams. The Student Management Systtem (LMS). The Lecture vid
deos: usually,, the teacher records the
lecture aand posts it in
i the LMS. Also, the teeacher’s You
uTube channeel. The teachher recorded additional
informatiion for the stuudents. Also, support
s
methood could be th
he teacher’s website,
w
screenns from the stu
udents are
shared to explain their project; the 3D
3 model of thhe project thatt is used in the design projeects is explain
ned online;
virtual lecctures are used. The studen
nts attended viirtual lectures with Prince Sultan
S
Universsity; virtual co
onferences
are used to help the sttudents attend
d the virtual fforum with Ach-Net.
A
Teacher blogger ccan support co
ourse new
technologgies. Figure 14,
1 shows diff
fferent course technologies (a-d). Some learning toolls are not useed such as
virtual sittes, virtual vissits, virtual reaality, and virtuual labs.

(a) Microsoftt Teams

(b) Whiteboard
W

(c) The env
vision

(d) Viirtual Reality

Figuree 14. Differentt course technologies (a-d). Some learnin
ng tools are no
ot used such ass virtual sites,, virtual
d virtual labs
visits, virtuual reality, and
4.7 Learnner Support
Thirty-thrree percent off the learners highlighted
h
soome weak poin
nts from the fo
ollowing:
IT unit att Dar Al Uloom
m University offered an oriientation work
kshop to the students and teeachers at the beginning
of the sem
mester about SIS and LMS
S. An orientattion email waas sent by the IT unit to the
he students and teachers
about LM
MS enrolment.. An orientatio
on email was sent by IT about how to secure a user paassword. An orientation
o
email waas sent by IT about
a
online exams.
e
An oriientation emaail was sent by
y IT about hoow to secure your
y
email
from hackkers. DAU measured the usser responses towards the services
s
at the end of each ssemester to im
mprove the
IT services. Accessibillity to DAU WIFI
W is availaable for studen
nts and teacheers. Projectorss and data plattforms are
available. The teacher provided the IT support phhone, email, an
nd office location in one fille and posted it for each
course. A digital librarry is availablee for the studeents and the teachers. Figurre 15 shows tthe IT supportt by email
(a), in thee University platform
p
(b), th
he Digital librrary (c), and th
he LMS, SIS (d).
(
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(a) The emaail

(b) The
T platform

(c)) The Digital Library
L

(d) The LMS

Figure 115. The IT suppport by emaill (a), in the Unniversity platfform (b), the Digital
D
library (c), and the LMS,
L
SIS
(d)
4.8 Accesssibility and Usability
U
The reseaarch found thaat seventeen percent of the llearners highlighted some weak
w
points frrom the follow
wing:
Course naavigation faciilitates ease off use (new LM
MS). The courrse design faciilitates readabbility and was explained
to the teaachers and stuudents in work
kshops at the beginning off the semester. The LMS m
manual needs to
t provide
MS pages, an
accessiblee text and imaages in files, documents,
d
LM
nd web pages to meet the neeeds of diversse learners
(images) Daniel C. (20020) and QM (quality
(
matteer, 2020) enco
ourage to develop the of the digital platform.
ning outcomees. The worksshops were reecorded as
The reseaarch outcomee shows differrence in resullts in the learn
videos inn Microsoft Teeams and weree provided to the learners. The results frrom DAU QU
U are compared with the
results froom the studennts. Figure 11 shows the ressults between the
t DAU QU and the studen
ents.
The resullts for ARC4004 showed thee same responsse of 2.6/3 by
y the DAU QU
U and the Studdents. ARC302 also had
the same result and evvaluation by DAU
D
QU and the students. There was a slight
s
differenntiation in thee results of
ARC213:: the DAU QU evaluated the
t course low
wer than the students, 2.6//3, while the sstudents evalu
uated it at
2.8/3. Forr ARC211, the DAU evaluaated the coursse higher than the students, at 2.8/3, whilee the students evaluated
it at 2.6/33.
In assessiing the qualityy of work and
d if it was pressented in LMS
S to the students, two remaarks were receeived from
the Qualiity Unit: one about the poliicies not beinng pasted in LMS
L
and the second
s
about ARC213 need
ding more
details foor the studentss. From the stu
udents’ point of view, they
y evaluated the course in teerms of person
nal impact
from the teacher and the difficultiees in the courrse; if they fo
ound the courrse easy for tthem, they gaave a high
impact. IIf the course was difficultt for them, thhey gave a lo
ower impact. Figure 16 shhows the resu
ults of the
e-learningg and teachingg by The Univ
versity QU forr all courses in
n Architecturee Engineeringg. Program 20--21-2.
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Answering the Hypothies Questions

2.6
2.5
2.6
2.4
2.4
2.6
2.8
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.6
2.8
2.6
2.8
2.4
2.2
2.8
2.6
2.4

2.5

2.1
2.4
2.2
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.5
2.8
2.6
2.5
2.6
2.5
2.6
2.6

1.6

1.5

2.5
2.8

3.6

QUALITY UNIT EVALUATION FOR
ARCHITECTURE ENG.COURSES BY QM

50%

Figure 16. The results of the e-learning and teaching by The University QU for all courses in Architecture
Engineering. Program 20-21-2.
The first hypothesis the LMS apply the Quality matter standards
The university Quality Unit is applying the Quality Matter evaluation to all Architecture courses see figure 16.
Ansering the second hypothes all the e-courses are passed the evaluation by 95% only 5% (2 courses) not pass
Figure 16.
Answering the third hypothes The improvement plan for those courses (5%) of total courses is to offer them
training workshops by the quality unit.
5. Conclusions
The research recommends that posting the policies in the LMS as a PDF file or in the Students’ Manual, and
demonstrate the computer skills needed in the course for the course since the course is delivered online. The
student needs to apply his/her knowledge in computer skills in the proper way. In addition, the research
recommends that the teacher should explain the prerequisite knowledge in the discipline and/or any required
competencies to the students, such as writing, analysing, drawing sketches, working in groups, and discussing in
design juries.
The research recommends that the teacher should write an introduction about him/herself in the LMS,
mentioning their email, phone and office phone numbers, and office hours. Additionally, a video about the CV
can be uploaded. Also, the teacher should ensure that the assignment suits the learning outcomes. In addition, the
course should demonstrate the required knowledge skills and values according to the PLO and the CLO.
Additionally, they should ensure that all the assignments reflect the learning outcome.
Assessment and measurement criteria should be clearly explained to the student in the course syllabus.
The course material should be updated regularly by 25% according to the market needs.
A variety of teaching materials should be used, such as lectures, lecture videos, eBooks, teacher websites,
teacher blogs, and YouTube teacher channels. The variety of learning activities and learner interaction should be
explained to the students at the beginning of the semester, and what the teacher is expecting from the students in
each assignment and activity should be clearly explained. The teacher should be sure that course tools promote
learner engagement and active learning. Tools such as teacher websites, blogs, YouTube channels, smartboards,
whiteboards, and 3D project discussions should be provided online.
The teacher should use a variety of technologies in the course, such as virtual site visits, virtual building visits,
virtual reality, and virtual labs.
Learner support should be offered, such as IT support, digital library, WIFI, data, IT support for the final exam,
LMS support, SIS support, and email support. The course navigation facilitates ease of use (new LMS). The
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course design facilitates readability and should be explained to teachers and students through workshops at the
beginning of the semester.
LMS manual should be provided. Accessibility to LMS should be suitable to the teachers and the students.
Course resources should include alternative means of access to multimedia content in a format that meets the
needs of diverse learners. The workshops should be recorded as videos and given to the learners.
Last, the teaching and learning procedures should be from the heart of the teacher to the mind of the students to
ensure that the course achieves the QM learning outcome standards and provides a human sense to the students
during this period of COVID-19.
The students should share in the interactive learning by applying different teaching strategies such as PowerPoint
presentation, reverse learning, groupwork discussion, design Jory discussion, evaluate their work, etc.
6. Suggestions for Future Research
1)

Using different technologies in e-learning and teaching

2)

Using different teaching strategies in e-learning in Architecture program
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Appendix
Table 1. Shows the applied assessment method by QM checklist on this research with 5 points of evaluation
Strongly
Agree

Agree Average Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

80-100

70-80

50-70

40-30

30-1

5/5

4/4

3/3

2/2

1/1

404

213

302

211

1) Course Overview and Introduction
1.1

Instructions made clear; how
to get started and where to
find
various
course
components.

1.2

Learners are introduced to
the purpose and structure of
the course.

1.3

Communication
expectations
for online
discussions. Email and other
forms of interaction are
clearly stated.

1.4

Courses and institutional
policies with which the
learner is expected to
comply are clearly stated
within the course, or a link
to current policies is
provided.

1.5

Minimum
technology
requirements for the course
are clearly stated, and
information on how to
obtain the technologies are
provided.

1.6

Computer skills and digital
information literacy skills
expected of the learner are
clearly stated.

1.7

Expectations for prerequisite
and knowledge in the
discipline
and/or
any
required competencies are
clearly stated.

1.8

The self-introduction of the
instructor is professional and
is available online.

1.9

Learners are asked to
introduce themselves to the
class.

19

The Average
Result for the
Question
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2) Learning Objectives (Competencies)

2.1

The
course
learning
objectives,
or
course/program
competencies
describe
outcomes
that
are
measurable.

2.2

The
module/unit
level
learning
objectives
or
competencies
describe
outcomes
that
are
measurable and consistent
with the course level
objectives or competencies.
Learning
objectives
competencies are stated

2.3

or

Clearly, written from the
learner’s perspective, and
prominently located in the
course.

2.4

The relationship between
learning
objectives
/
competencies and learning
activities are clearly stated.

2.5

The learning objectives or
competencies are suited to
the level of the course.

3) Assessment and Measurement
3.1

The assessments measure
the achievement of the stated
learning
objectives
or
competencies.

3.2

The course grading policy is
stated
clearly
in
the
beginning of the course.

3.3

Specific and descriptive
criteria are provided for the
evaluation of learners’ work,
and their connection to the
course grading policy is
clearly explained.

3.4

The assessments used are
sequenced,
varied,
and
suited to the level of the
course.

3.5

The course provides learners
with multiple opportunities
to track their learning
progress
with
timely
feedback.
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4) Instructional Materials

4.1

The instructional materials
contribute
to
the
achievement of the stated
learning
objectives
or
competencies.

4.2

The relationship between the
use of instructional materials
in the course and completing
learning activities is clearly
explained.

4.3

The course models the
academic integrity expected
of learners by providing both
source
references
and
permissions for use of
instructional materials.

4.4

The instructional materials
represent up-to-date theory
and
practice
in
the
discipline.

4.5

A variety of instructional
materials is used in the
course.

5) Learning Activities and Learner Interaction
5.1

The
learning
activities
promote the achievement of
the stated learning objectives
or competencies.

5.2

Learning activities provide
opportunities for interaction
that supports active learning.

5.3

The instructors plan for
interacting with learners
during the course is clearly
stated.

5.4

The requirements for learner
interaction are clearly stated.

6) Course Technology
6.1

The tools used in the course
support
the
learning
objectives or competencies.

6.2

Course tools promote learner
engagement
and
active
learning.

6.3

A variety of technology is
used in the course.

6.4

The course provides learners
with
information
on
protecting their data and
privacy.
21
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7) Learner Support

7.1

The course instructions
articulate or link a clear
description of the technical
support offered and how to
obtain it.

7.2

Course
instructions
articulate or link the
institutions
accessibility
policies and services.

7.3

Course
instructions
articulate or link the
institutions
academic
support
services
and
resources that can help
learners succeed in the
course.

7.4

Course
instructions
articulate or link the
institutions student services
and resources that can help
learners succeed.

8) Accessibility and Usability
8.1

Course navigation facilitates
ease of use.

8.2

The course design facilitates
readability

8.3

The
course
provides
accessible text and images in
files,
documents,
LMS
pages, and web pages to
meet the needs of diverse
learners.

8.4

The
course
provides
alternative means of access
to multimedia content in
formats that meet the needs
of diverse learners.

8.5

Course multimedia facilitate
ease of use.

Source: designed by the researcher.
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